The underestimated dimension.
Tyres make the difference:
The safety companion.
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The situation
Tyres are the key driver for overall driving performance.
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The direct comparison
If you compare an old car with premium tyres and a fully equipped new car with low-budget tyres, the driving behaviour of the old car
will be much more reliable. Modern electronic stability programmes are not able to compensate for the large development gap.
New vehicle with low-budget tyres
Old vehicle with premium tyres

Decisive characteristics such as

wet braking
improves by 19 %.

Especially for older vehicles it is

very important to
use premium tyres
because modern assistance systems,

like ESP, are not available.

There is still room for improvement
Did you know:

Premium tyres have less rolling
resistance compared to low–budget
tyres and are therefore saving more fuel.

GAS

At the same time:
Wrong tyre pressure immensely
increases road accidents.
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How often do people check their tyre pressure?

20%

25%

31%

35%

check tyre
pressure when
refuelling

check twice
a year

women stated they
don‘t check tyre
pressure at all

drivers under 35
don‘t check tyre
pressure
at all

Our contribution
The entire Continental product range is continuously being optimised
to ensure both maximum safety and performance.

All sources are available on www.continental-tyres.com

Statistics based on Germany

Vision Zero
Accident avoiding driving – innovatively powered by Continental.
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